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Abstract. We present a method for verifying recursive functional pro-
grams. We dene a Verication Condition Generator (VCG) which covers
the most frequent types of recursive programs. These programs may op-
erate on arbitrary domains. Soundness and Completeness of the VCG are
proven on the meta level, and this provides a warranty that any system
based on our results will be sound.
1 Introduction
We present an experimental prototype environment for dening and verifying
recursive functional programs, which is part of the Theorema system. In con-
trast to classical books on program verication [6],[4],[10] which expose methods
for verifying correct programs, we put special emphasize on verifying incorrect
programs. The user may easily interact with the system in order to correct the
program denition or the specication.
There are various tools for proving program correctness automatically or
semiautomatically, (see, e.g., [12],[1],[2]), and this is where our contribution falls
into. As a distinctive feature of our prototype is the hint on \what is wrong" in
case of a verication failure.
This work is performed in the frame of the Theorema system [3], a mathe-
matical computer assistant which aims at supporting all phases of mathematical
activity: construction and exploration of mathematical theories, denition of al-
gorithms for problem solving, as well as experimentation and rigorous verication
of them. Theorema provides both functional as well as imperative programming
constructs. Moreover, the logical verication conditions which are produced by
the methods presented here can be passed to the automatic provers of the sys-
tem in order to be checked for validity. The system includes a collection of
general as well as specic provers for various interesting domains (e. g. inte-
gers, sets, reals, tuples, etc.). More details about Theorema could be found at
www.theorema.org.
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feraktivit aten".2 Programming, Specication and Verication
As usual, correctness is transformed into a set of rst-order predicate logic for-
mulae { verication conditions. As a distinctive feature of our method, these
formulae are not only sucient, but also necessary for the correctness [7]. We
demonstrate our method on a relatively simple example, however, it show how
correctness may be proven fully automatically. In fact, even if a small part of the
specication is missing { in the literature this is often a case { the correctness
cannot be proven. Furthermore, a relevant counterexample may be constructed
automatically.
We consider the total correctness problem expressed as follows: given the
program which computes the function F in a domain D and given its specication
by a precondition on the input IF[x] and a postcondition on the input and the
output OF[x;y], generate the verication conditions V C1, ... , V Cn which are
sucient for the program to satisfy the specication. The function F satises
the specication, if: for any input x satisfying IF, F terminates on x, (we write
F[x] #) and the condition OF[x;F[x]] holds:
(8x : IF[x]) (F[x] # ^ OF[x;F[x]]): (1)
A Verication Condition Generator (VCG) is a device|normally implemented
by a program|which takes a program, actually its source code, and the speci-
cation, and produces verication conditions. These verication conditions do not
contain any part of the program text, and are expressed in a dierent language,
namely they are logical formulae.
Any VCG should come together with its Soundness statement, that is: for a
given program F, dened on a domain D, with a specication IF and OF if the
verication conditions V C1, ... , V Cn hold in the theory Th[D] of the domain
D, then the program F satises its specication IF and OF.
Moreover, we are also interested in the following question: What if some of
the verication conditions do not hold? May we conclude that the program is
not correct? In fact, the program may still be correct. However, if the VCG
is complete, then one can be sure that the program is not correct. A VCG
is complete, if whenever the program satises its specication, the produced
verication conditions hold.
The notion of Completeness of a VCG is important for the following two
reasons: theoretically, it is the dual of Soundness and practically, it helps de-
bugging. Any counterexample for the failing verication condition would carry
over to a counterexample for the program and the specication, and thus give a
hint on \what is wrong". Indeed, most books about program verication present
methods for verifying correct programs. However, in practical situations, it is
the failure which occurs more often until the program and the specication are
completely debugged.3 Coherence and Verication Conditions
Before performing the \real" verication, we rst make sure that our programs
are coherent. It is not that programs which are not coherent are necessarily
not correct, however, in order to construct a system of programs preserving
modularity, we need to use only coherent programs.
3.1 Coherent Programs
In this subsection we state the principles we use for writing coherent programs
with the aim of building up a non-contradictory system of veried programs.
Although, these principles are not our invention (similar ideas appear in [8]), we
state them here because we want to emphasize on and later formalize them.
Building up correct programs: Firstly, we want to ensure that our system
of coherent programs would contain only correct (veried) programs. This we
achieve, by:
{ start from basic (trustful) functions e.g. addition, multiplication, etc.;
{ dene each new function in terms of already known (dened previously)
functions by giving its source text, the specication (input and output predi-
cates) and prove their total correctness with respect to the specication.
This simple inductively dened principle would guarantee that no wrong
program may enter our system. The next we want to ensure is the easy exchange
(mobility) of our program implementations. This principle is usually referred as:
Modularity: Once we dene the new function and prove its correctness, we
\forbid" using any knowledge concerning the concrete function denition. The
only knowledge we may use is the specication. This gives the possibility of easy
replacement of existing functions. For example we have a powering function P,
with the following program denition (implementation):
P[x;n] = If n = 0 then 1 else P[x;n   1]  x
The specication of P is:
The domain D = R2, precondition IP[x;n] () n 2 N and a postcondition
OP[x;n;P[x;n]] () P[x;n] = xn:
Additionally, we have proven the correctness of P. Later, after using the pow-
ering function P for dening other functions, we decide to replace its denition
(implementation) by another one, however, keeping the same specication. In
this situation, the only thing we should do (besides preserving the name) is to
prove that the new denition (implementation) of P meets the old specication.
Furthermore, we need to ensure that when dening a new program, all the
calls made to the existing (already dened) programs obey the input restrictions
of that programs { we call this:
Appropriate values for the auxiliary functions. The following example will
give an intuition on what we are doing. Let the program for computing F be:
F[x] = If Q[x] then H[x] else G[x];with the specication of F (IF and OF) and specications of the auxiliary func-
tions H (IH and OH), G (IG and OG). The two verication conditions, ensuring
that the calls to the auxiliary functions have appropriate values are:
(8x : IF[x]) (Q[x] =) IH[x])
(8x : IF[x]) (:Q[x] =) IG[x]):
3.2 Recursive Programs and Generation of Verication Conditions
As is well-known, there is no universal VCG. Thus, in our research, we con-
centrate on constructing a VCG which is appropriate only for a certain kind of
recursive programs { those which are dened by multiple choice if-then-else with
zero, one, or more recursive calls on each branch (but without nested recursion).
They are dened as those F:
F[x] = If Q0[x] then S[x] (2)
elseif Q1[x] then C1[x;F[R1[x]]]
elseif Q2[x] then C2[x;F[R2[x]]]
:::
else Qn[x] then Cn[x;F[Rn[x]]]:
where Qi are predicates and S;Ci;Ri are auxiliary functions (S[x] is a \simple"
function (the bottom of the recursion), Ci[x;y] are \combinator" functions, and
Ri[x] are \reduction" functions). We assume that the functions S, Ci, and Ri
satisfy their specications given by IS[x], OS[x;y], ICi[x;y], OCi[x;y;z], IRi[x],
ORi[x;y]. Additionally, assume that the Qi predicates are non-contradictory,
that is Qi+1 ) :Qi and Qn = :Q0 ^^:Qn 1, which we do only in order to
simplify the presentation.
Note that functions with multiple arguments also fall into this scheme, be-
cause the arguments x;y;z could be vectors (tuples).
Type (or domain) information does not appear explicitly in this formulation,
however it may be included in the input conditions.
Considering Coherent Recursive programs, we give here the appropriate def-
inition:
Let S, Ci, and Ri be functions which satisfy their specications. Then the
program (2) is coherent if the following conditions hold:
(8x : IF[x]) (Q0[x] =) IS[x]) (3)
(8x : IF[x]) (Q1[x] =) IF[R1[x]]) (4)
...
(8x : IF[x]) (Qn[x] =) IF[Rn[x]]) (5)(8x : IF[x]) (Q1[x] =) IR1[x]) (6)
...
(8x : IF[x]) (Qn[x] =) IRn[x]) (7)
(8x : IF[x])(Q1[x] ^ OF[R1[x];F[R1[x]]] =) IC1[x;F[R1[x]]]) (8)
...
(8x : IF[x])(Qn[x] ^ OF[Rn[x];F[Rn[x]]] =) ICn[x;F[Rn[x]]]): (9)
It is not that a program which is not coherent is necessarily not correct.
However, non-coherent programs are somehow inconsistent, namely proving their
correctness would involve knowledge about their auxiliary functions which is out
of the ocial scope. Thus, if we allow them in our system of veried programs,
the modularity would be lost.
After performing the coherence check, we go to the verication. The upcom-
ing theorem gives the necessary and sucient conditions for a program to be
correct. These conditions are taken as the Verication Conditions.
Theorem 1. Let S, Ci, and Ri be functions which satisfy their specications.
Let also the program (2) be coherent. Then, (2) satises the specication given
by IF and OF if and only if the following verication conditions hold:
(8x : IF[x]) (Q0[x] =) OF[x;S[x]]) (10)
(8x : IF[x])(Q1[x] ^ OF[R1[x];F[R1[x]]] =) OF[x;C1[x;F[R1[x]]]]) (11)
...
(8x : IF[x])(Qn[x] ^ OF[Rn[x];F[Rn[x]]] =) OF[x;Cn[x;F[Rn[x]]]]) (12)
(8x : IF[x]) (F0[x] = 0) (13)
where F0 is dened as:
F0[x] = If Q0[x] then 0 (14)
elseif Q1[x] then F0[R1[x]]
elseif Q2[x] then F0[R2[x]]
:::
else Qn[x] then F0[Rn[x]]:Based on this statement we construct a VCG, which takes as an input pro-
gram (2) annotated with its specication IF and OF, and generates the veri-
cation conditions (10), (11), (12) and (13). Moreover, the theorem gives, in fact,
two statements, namely:
{ Soundness: If (10), (11), (12) and (13) hold, then the program (2) is correct,
and
{ Completeness: If (2) is correct, then (10), (11), (12) and (13) hold.
A precise proof of the theorem, based on the xpoint theory of programs [11],
is presented in [7], and completed in [9].
3.3 Proving the Verication Conditions
As we have already said, the coherence check is done at the beginning of the
verication process|it is also realized by proving the validity of the respective
conditions: (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) and (9). Partial correctness is guarantied
by (10), (11), (12), and termination|(13).
Proving any of the three kinds of verication conditions has its own diculty,
however, our experience shows that proving coherence is relatively easy, prov-
ing partial correctness is more dicult and proving the termination verication
condition (it is only one condition) is in general the most dicult one. The lat-
ter one is expressed by using a simplied version(14) of the initial program (2),
and the condition itself expresses a property of that simplied version (13). The
proof typically needs an induction prover and the induction step may sometimes
be dicult to nd. Fortunately, due to the specic structure, the proof may
be omitted, because dierent recursive programs may have the same simplied
version.
Proofs of the verication conditions may be done by using a Theorema prover
(see, e.g., [3],[5]) or by delivering the proof problem itself to another specialized
tool. For serving the termination proofs, actually for omitting the proof redun-
dancy, we are now creating libraries containing simplied versions together with
their input conditions, whose termination is proven. The proof of the termina-
tion may now be skipped if the simplied version is already in the library and
this membership check is much easier than an induction proof { it only involves
matching against simplied versions.
4 Example and Discussion
In order to make clear our experiments, we consider again a powering func-
tion P, however we provide this time a dierent implementation, namely binary
powering:
P[x;n] = If n = 0 then 1
elseif Even[n] then P[x  x;n=2]
else x  P[x  x;(n   1)=2]:This program in the context of the theory of real numbers, and in the fol-
lowing formulae, all variables are implicitly assumed to be real. Additional type
information (e. g. n 2 N) may be explicitly included in some formulae.
The specication is:
(8x;n : n 2 N) P[x;n] = xn: (15)
The (automatically generated) conditions for coherence are:
(8x;n : n 2 N) (n = 0 ) T) (16)
(8x;n : n 2 N) (n 6= 0 ^ Even[n] ) Even[n]) (17)
(8x;n : n 2 N) (n 6= 0 ^ :Even[n] ) Odd[n]) (18)
(8x;n;m : n 2 N)(n 6= 0 ^ Even[n] ^ m = (x  x)n=2 ) T) (19)
(8x;n;m : n 2 N)(n 6= 0 ^ :Even[n] ^ m = (x  x)(n 1)=2 ) T) (20)
One sees that the formulae (16), (19) and (20) are trivially valid, because we
have the logical constant T at the right side of an implication. The origin of
these T come from the preconditions of the 1 constant-function-one and the 
multiplication.
The formulae (17) and (18) are easy consequences of the elementary theory of
reals and naturals. For the further check of correctness the generated conditions
are:
(8x;n : n 2 N) (n = 0 ) 1 = xn) (21)
(8x;n : n 2 N) (n 6= 0 ^ Even[n] ) n=2 2 N) (22)
(8x;n;m : n 2 N)(n 6= 0 ^ Even[n] ^ m = (x  x)n=2 ) m = xn) (23)
(8x;n : n 2 N) (n 6= 0 ^ :Even[n] ) (n   1)=2 2 N) (24)
(8x;n;m : n 2 N)(n 6= 0 ^ :Even[n] ^ m = (x  x)(n 1)=2 ) x  m = xn) (25)
(8x;n : n 2 N) P0[x;n] = 0; (26)
where
P0[x;n] = If n = 0 then 0
elseif Even[n] then P0[x  x;n=2]
else P0[x  x;(n   1)=2]:
The proofs of these verication conditions are straightforward.
Now comes the question: What if the program is not correctly written? Thus,
we introduce now a bug. The program P is now almost the same as the previous
one, but in the base case (when n = 0) the return value is 0.
P[x;n] = If n = 0 then 0
elseif Even[n] then P[x  x;n=2]
else x  P[x  x;(n   1)=2]:Now, for this buggy version of P we may see that all the respective verica-
tion conditions remain the same|and thus the program is correct|except one,
namely, (21) is now:
(8x;n : n 2 N) (n = 0 ) 0 = xn) (27)
which itself reduces to:
0 = 1
(because we consider a theory where 00 = 1).
Therefore, according to the completeness of the method, we conclude that
the program P does not satisfy its specication. Moreover, the failed proof gives
a hint for \debuging": we need to change the return value in the case n = 0 to
1.
Furthermore, in order to demonstrate how a bug might be located, we con-
struct one more \buggy" example where in the \Even" branch of the program
we have P[x;n=2] instead of P[x  x;n=2]:
P[x;n] = If n = 0 then 1
elseif Even[n] then P[x;n=2]
else x  P[x  x;(n   1)=2]:
Now, we may see again that all the respective verication conditions remain
the same as in the original one, except one, namely, (23) is now:
(8x;n : n 2 N) (8x;n;m : n 2 N)(n 6= 0 ^ Even[n] ^ m = (x)n=2 ) m = xn)
(28)
which itself reduces to:
m = xn=2 ) m = xn
From here, we see that the \Even" branch of the program is problematic and
one should satisfy the implication. The most natural candidate would be:
m = (x2)n=2 ) m = xn
which nally leads to the correct version of P.
5 Conclusions
The approach to program verication presented here is a result of an experimen-
tal work with the aim of practical verication of recursive programs. Although
the examples presented here appear to be relatively simple, they already demon-
strate the usefulness of our approach in the general case. We aim at extending
these experiments to industrial-scale examples, which are in fact not more com-
plex from the mathematical point of view. Furthermore we aim at improving
the education of future software engineers by exposing them to successful exam-
ples of using formal methods (and in particular automated reasoning) for the
verication and the debugging of concrete programs.References
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